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This volume explores a highly topical issue in second and foreign language education: the spreading practice in
mainstream education to teach content subjects through a foreign language. CLIL has been enthusiastically embraced as
a language enrichment measure in many contexts and finally research can offer principled insights into its dynamics and
potentials. The editors’ introductory and concluding chapters offer a synthesis of current CLIL research as well as a
critical discussion of unresolved issues relating both to theoretical concerns and research practice. The individual
contributions by authors from a range of European contexts report on current empirical research in this dynamic field.
The focus of these chapters ranges from theoretical to empirical, from learning outcomes to classroom talk, examining
both the written and spoken mode across secondary and tertiary educational contexts. This volume is a valuable
resource not only for researchers and teachers but also for policy makers.
Esta obra es un referente para los docentes que se inician en la formación en un entorno virtual de enseñanza y
aprendizaje o para quienes deseen saber, de forma práctica, en qué consiste enseñar y aprender en un entorno virtual.
El lector encontrará a lo largo de estas páginas, ideas y ejemplos para la acción formativa en línea, de forma que pueda
comenzar a trabajar con buen pie en un entorno virtual de enseñanza y aprendizaje. Quien ejerza docencia universitaria
se beneficiará del recorrido que se hace aquí por los elementos fundamentales de la formación en un entorno virtual: el
nuevo rol del estudiante y del docente, cómo se diseña y se lleva a cabo la acción formativa, cómo se puede evaluar y
diferentes sugerencias de carácter innovador -tanto al hilo de los capítulos como en la relación final de anexos-, muy
adecuadas para el nuevo modelo de Universidad que requiere el Espacio Europeo de Educación Superior.
This book presents a systematic overview of the most relevant nanomaterials and their respective intrinsic properties that
have been highly explored by the scientific community and pharmaceutical companies in several different modalities for
cancer therapy and bioimaging. The chapters explore the synergistic effects provided by the different nanostructured
materials and highlight the main in vitro and in vivo therapeutic achievements on cancer. This work also provides relevant
discussion about the recent progresses and future challenges that nanotechnology faces on the conception of more
efficient nanoformulations against primary tumors, circulating cancer cells and metastases.
Empire, State, and Society assesses the external and internal forces behind Britain's transformation from global
superpower to its current position in the twenty-first century. The authors provide an accessible and balanced
introduction, which is thoughtfully organized for ease of use for both students and teachers. Offers a crucial comparative
dimension which sets the experience of Britain alongside that of twenty-first-century superpower, the United States of
America Draws on recent scholarship to provide a highly current perspective Organised to allow professors to assign
readings with more or less depth as student abilities and course lengths allow Written in a style that is wholly accessible
and exciting for undergraduates in both the US and the UK
Based on a synthesis of classroom SLA research that has helped to shape evolving perspectives of content-based
instruction since the introduction of immersion programs in Montreal more than 40 years ago, this book presents an
updated perspective on integrating language and content in ways that engage second language learners with language
across the curriculum. A range of instructional practices observed in immersion and content-based classrooms is
highlighted to set the stage for justifying a counterbalanced approach that integrates both content-based and formfocused instructional options as complementary ways of intervening to develop a learner’s interlanguage system. A
counterbalanced approach is outlined as an array of opportunities for learners to process language through content by
means of comprehension, awareness, and production mechanisms, and to negotiate language through content by means
of interactional strategies involving teacher scaffolding and feedback.
This book provides an essential overview of "learning by teaching", unpacking the underpinning theory, research evidence and
practical implications of peer learning in a variety of classroom contexts. It aims to offer practical guidance for practitioners in
structuring effective peer learning – between professionals and between students alike. It locates this phenomenon in current
conceptions of learning and teaching, far removed from traditional ideas of one-way transmission of knowledge. Exactly what
happens to promote learning by teaching is explored. Examples of learning by teaching are discussed and it is noted that this
happens in school, university and the workplace, as well as through the Internet. Learning by teaching within the student body is
then explored, and many different methods described. The organizational features needed to improve learning by teaching
consciously and deliberately are investigated. These can be before teaching, during teaching or after teaching. Evidence-based
practical guidance is given. Of course teachers can deploy learning by teaching for themselves, but what if they also organize their
students to teach each other, thereby giving many more opportunities to discuss, practise, explain and question? This takes
pedagogical advantage of the differences between students – turning classrooms into communities of learners where students
learn both from their teacher and from their peers.
"This handbook investigates a variety of ePortfolio uses through case studies, the technology that supports the case studies, and it
also explains the conceptual thinking behind current uses as well as potential uses"--Provided by publisher.
STEM Teaching: An Interdisciplinary Approach breaks from the more historical idea of making knowledge within disciplines and
seeks to engage the reader in a growing conversation that is gaining momentum and is focused on an ‘interdisciplinarity of STEM
education’, which seeks to embrace and/or present emerging perspectives on the standards.
A mother explains to her child all the ways her love remains even while she's away.
Las actitudes de la sociedad de acogida, la normalización del emplazamiento escolar. Estrategias para trabajar en el aula. La
identificación, el estudio y la valoración de experiencias.
Society, globally, has entered into what might be called the "service economy." Services now constitute the largest share of GDP
in most countries and provide the major source of employment in both developed and developing countries. Services permeate all
aspects of peoples’ lives and are becoming inseparable from most aspects of economic activity. "Quality management" has been
a dominating managerial practice since World War II. With quality management initially associated with manufacturing industries,
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one might assume the relevance of quality management might decrease with the emergence of the service economy. To the
contrary, the emergence of the service economy strengthened the importance of quality issues, which no longer are associated
only with manufacturing industries but are increasingly applied in all service sectors, as well. Today, we talk not only about product
or service quality but have even expanded the framework of quality to quality of life and quality of environment. Thus, quality and
services have emerged in parallel as closely interrelated fields. The Encyclopedia of Quality and the Service Economy explores
such relevant questions as: What are the characteristics, nature, and definitions of quality and services? How do we define quality
of products, quality of services, or quality of life? How are services distinguished from goods? How do we measure various
aspects of quality and services? How can products and service quality be managed most effectively and efficiently? What is the
role of customers in creation of values? These questions and more are explored within the pages of this two-volume, A-to-Z
reference work.
Babies and toddlers will love this interactive touch-and-feel book from Ladybird's best-selling Baby Touch series.
En l'àmbit de la formació de mestres, l'opció crítica no ha sigut pràcticament experimentada. Aquest llibre dóna a conèixer un
projecte educatiu basat en un enfocament comunicatiu de la didàctica del català amb l'objectiu de donar elements conceptuals i
eines pràctiques amb un clar intent de lligar la teoria amb la pràctica. .
Originally published in 1980, this title began as a set of questions posed by faculty on the campus of Carnegie-Mellon University:
What do we know about how people write? What do we need to know to help people write better? This resulted in an
interdisciplinary symposium on "Cognitive Processes in Writing" and subsequently this book, which includes the papers from the
symposium as well as further contributions from several of the attendees. It presents a good picture of what research had shown
about how people write, of what people were trying to find out at the time and what needed to be done.
War has come to Asmir's home in Sarajevo. He is torn from his father, his home and everything he has known. He becomes a
refugee. This is a story of courage you will never forget.
During the Spanish Civil War, two girls, Harmony and Rose, are sent to Russia for their safekeeping. They develop a close friendship with
another refugee child, Leo. This is a charming story in which parents struggle to do the right thing, children grow up ahead of time and
dreams become reality for those who remain persistent.
"Vacation Notebook" o"Quadern de vacances"! marks the first book-length appearance in English of one of the most honored and widely read
poets in contemporary Catalan literature. First published in 1976, this book deals with the painful experience of coming to terms with multiple
sclerosis, a disease he was first diagnosed with in 1970. The poems speak frankly about death, but they also exhibit a remarkable, subtle
understanding of life that comes only from those who are threatened so tangibly with its loss. These words, carved out of silence, reveal a
vital music that is uniquely his, instantly recognizable. -Everything is known, - Miquel Marti i Pol says, -but so deeply it always astounds.-"
Coneixement del medi, 5 Primària, Illes BalearsFitxes de control i avaluacióHost Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode
30112033097202 and OthersL'avaluació en el centre escolarGrao
The Catalan modern classic, first published in 1985, now in its 50th edition, for the first time in English. The beginning of the 20th century:
13-year-old Conxa leaves her home village in the Pyrenees to work for her childless aunt. After years of hardship she finds love with Jaume a love that will be thwarted by the Spanish Civil War. Approaching her own death, Conxa looks back on a life in which she has lost everything
except her own indomitable spirit. Why Peirene chose to publish this book: ‘I fell in love with Conxa's narrative voice, its stoic calmness and
the complete lack of anger and bitterness. It's a timeless voice, down to earth and full of human contradictory nuances. It's the expression of
someone who searches for understanding in a changing world but senses that ultimately there may be no such thing.’ Meike Ziervogel
‘Sparse and haunting.’ Katy Guest, Independent ‘The compression is so deft, the young narrator's voice so strong, so particular, her
straightforward evocation of the hard labour and rare pleasures of mountain life . . . so vibrant, that it makes me want to take scissors to
everything else I read.’ Richard Lea, Guardian ‘A Pyrenean life told in a quietly effective voice.’ Daniel Hahn, Independent ‘There is an
understated power in Barbal’s depiction of how the forces of history can shape the life of the powerless.’ Adrian Turpin, Financial Times ‘A
masterpiece of world literature and a shining example of the virtuosity of elegant and concise prose.’ Pam Norfolk, Lancashire Evening Post
‘Air-tight believability.’ Matthew Tree, Times Literary Supplement ? INDEPENDENT BOOKS OF THE YEAR 2010 FOYLES BOOKS OF
THE YEAR 2010
If you have been told that you must take statins or risk a devastating heart attack or stroke, you need to read this book. Dr Kendrick, a wellknown statin sceptic and author of the bestselling The Great Cholesterol Con, has returned to the diet-heart-cholesterol battlefield to warn
that people are being conned. In relaxed and humorous style, he lifts the rock to allow the reader to peer underneath. He points out that
statins, even in high-risk individuals, increase life expectancy by a mere four days after five years of treatment. Yet adverse effects have been
swept under the carpet by researchers who are closely tied to the industry. The way to avoid heart disease, and strokes, is simple - but, as
this riveting book shows, it has nothing to do with lowering cholesterol levels.

“This book makes a significant and very timely contribution to furthering professional understanding of CLIL (Content and
Language Integrated Learning). The first part brings together the outcomes of CLIL implementation initiatives in different
educational sectors in Spain which reflect regional possibilities and priorities. The second part takes a critical look at a variety of
teacher education models, both in-service and pre-service. Linking classroom initiatives with teacher education underlines the
importance of addressing this often neglected or ignored area. Quite simply, without appropriate teacher education programs, the
full potential of CLIL is unlikely to be realised and the approach would be unsustainable. This publication provides the reader with
practical suggestions and raises issues for further reflection. The contributors have embraced the ‘educational challenge’ and, in
doing so, have made a significant contribution to disseminating CLIL practice across Europe and further afield by raising issues
and questions which need to be addressed through future class-based inquiry and scientific research. The collection of case
studies is also a celebration of the hard work, endeavour and constant drive by practitioners, teacher educators and researchers to
give our young people the best linguistically-rich learning experiences they can possibly have throughout their schooling and
further studies.” —Professor Do Coyle, University of Aberdeen
No More Failures challenges the assumption that there will always be failures and dropouts, those who can’t or won’t make it in
school. It provides ten concrete policy measures for reducing school failure and dropout rates.
Novel based on Pirates and buried gold of Treasure Island (Imaginary place).
Anàlisi de les característiques de l'avaluació dins de la concepció constructivista de l'ensenyament i l'aprenentatge, i proposta de
criteris per a la reflexió i la pràctica de l'avaluació.
A little fox is in a big bad mood, and is worried that its mother won't love it forever. In this beautiful and lyrical picture book we see
a clever and resourceful mother prove to her child that a parents love is limitless - no matter what! In this reassuring and warm
picture book the hugely talented Debi Gliori manages to treat the familiar subject of childhood worries in a very fresh, original and
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inventive way. 'this is an instant childhood classic for anyone over the age of three' Independent On Sunday 'the literary equivalent
of a big hug' The Times 'With gentle rhyming text, humorous pictorial detail and themes which can be explored and re-explored,
this is a brilliant gem of a book.' The Guardian Brilliantly read by Amelia Fox. Please note that audio is not supported by all
devices, please consult your user manual for confirmation.
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